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"It- It’s all or nothing!" Knowing that he could not dodge the attack, Noah struck at his best effort to cancel out Leon's attack.

"Baam!"

Leon's powerful spiritual energy tore through Noah's attack and the aftermath of his true and spiritual energy swarmed Noah.

"Snap!”

Following the crisp sound of bones snapping, Noah screamed as his arm broke.

Leon's true energy stuck him in the chest as well and he was instantly sent flying into the distance.

Agonizing pain pierced through his arm and chest and he suffered incredible damage.

"H- How's this possible?!’ Seth was stunned and widened his eyes in disbelief as he looked at Leon.

He knew that Leon was hardly Noah's match in terms of speed and explosive power, yet to his bewilderment, Leon managed to

disable Noah with a single blow.

If Seth did not see this with his own eyes, he would never believe it to be true.

"Seth, it's your turn now!" Leon sneered and strode toward Seth; each step he took felt like a sledgehammer to Seth's heart.

"What are you doing? Don't come here!’ Seth backed away, the smugness on his face fading.

"What do you think? You wanted to keep me here, right? Well, I stayed as you wished! Let's see what you're capable of now!"

Leon sneered in contempt and closed in on Seth.

He originally intended to spare Seth because he was in a hurry to rescue Snow, but since Seth insisted on making him stay, he

saw no reason to show any mercy and planned to make Seth pay for kidnapping Iris.

"I-" Seth paled and his heart sank in remorse.

He regretted continuing to enrage Leon despite being spared once, and since Leon won, he knew that he would suffer a horrible

fate at Leon's hands.

"Somebody! Help me!" Not daring to stay, Seth turned and ran as he screamed for help.

"You won't get away!’ Leon scoffed and leaped into the air to go after Seth with Iris in his arms; at the same time, he sent three

daggers flying toward Seth.
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